Today, the domestic construction area has changed from the ground development area to the underground space development area. In addition, the problems of sprawling development and environmental pollution in the process of developing underground space have become significant. In the circumstances, it is expected that the use of underground space information, which helps to understand underground space, will be on the sharp rise. However, the underground information in Korea is separately established and managed by each institution, and it is difficult to use the information in an integrated way. Therefore, at the time when the information on underground space is integrated, it is required to perform the integrated DB standardization in order to establish the integrated infrastructure of underground space information. In this work, this researcher studied a plan of using the standardization of the integrated infrastructure of underground space information. As a result, this work suggested standardization of each geologic stratum, standardization of unit systems, and standardization of the connection of underground space information regarding the standardization contents of underground space information integration. To examine its availability, this researcher conducted a questionnaire survey with experts of each institution. As a result, the suggested plan was found to be have high availability.
서 론
최근
Institutions
The present condition of utilization
Utilize it in all the construction projects ranging from planning of construction work including all kinds of public works for construction of roads, bridges, and dams or housing construction to design, construction, and maintenance.
KIGIM (Geological Information)
Utilize the professional information related to geological features that ordinary persons cannot get easily in the various fields using GIS technology. KORES (Coal Mine Information)
Utilize it the mineral resources, environment, engineering construction, safety, and mine examination fields.
Grasp the characteristics of rock floors through underground water level and geological columnar section of the applicable boring location, review development-prearranged areas, the present condition of sea water penetration and water level of areas of interest, can review the present condition of water quality, can predict underground water content and the quantity that it can be developed.
KHOA (Overseas Information)
Utilize marine geographic information more efficiently and synthetically by connecting it to the business system related to its production and treatment. Table 10은 지하공간정보의 토층정보, 암층정보, 지 하수정보, 시험정보를 통합하여 DB표준화 Table과 속 성정보와 DB TYPE을 만들었다. 참고문헌
지하공간정보 통합 DB표준화
→ Reclamation soil ← - ← - Deposit soil → Deposit soil ← - ← - Colluvial soil → Colluvial soil ← - ← - Alluvial soil → Alluvial soil ← - ← - Residual soil → Residual soil ← - ← - Weathering soil → Weathering soil ← - ← - Rock
